Stefan Bergman [l] and Ilya Vekua [4] have given representation formulas for solutions of the partial differential equation (1) . We obtain an improvement of their results for the case of two independent variables (namely equation (2) with n set equal to 2). Furthermore, we are able to extend our result to higher dimensions (the ascent) by a remarkably simple variation of this two dimensional formula. Our representation (2) also contains Vekua's formulas [4, p. 59 
Then the function defined by PROOF. Using Bergman's integral operator of the first kind [l, p. 10], which generates a complete system of solutions for equation (1) , namely
one may obtain the alternate representation, (2) with n = 2. In order to establish (2) for n>2 one must obtain first a generalization of (4) for n> 2. This may be done by a representation of the form
^ t»-*E(r, t; n)E(x[l -P>]) _ ,
where E(r, t; n) is a solution of
lim E = 0.
It may be shown using the method of majorants that such solutions exist. Representation (8) may be reformulated as 
